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WHO ARE WE? Independent legacy media with print and digital readership

L.A. Times’ readership is primarily concentrated in Los Angeles County, but

stretches to metro areas across the US and Mexico

We have the largest newsroom west of the Potomac

Our consumer marketing team is relatively new!

Innovating with data and technology was a founding principle of the

department

We infuse data models and testing into all of our campaigns

I oversee the marketing tech stack and advise on campaign audiences
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BEHAVIORAL DATA:
BUT THERE’S SO MUCH

Yes, unfortunately, there is

We have a lot of insight into what readers are doing, but it can be overwhelming to peel out

what’s important

Using propensity models in tandem is a helpful starting point for more research

Paring down many datapoints to a few immediately useful ones requires patience, time, and a

willingness to be proven wrong by subscribers
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WHERE THE RESEARCH LEAD US
Importantly, we found that the number of sections - or the breadth of coverage -

read by a subscriber or potential subscriber had a positive correlative effect

This was a revelatory change from simply driving page views

It’s pivoted both our personalized subscription and acquisition campaigns

In the course of this research, we found that subscribers signed up for 1

newsletter remain subscribers an average of 3 additional terms, and those signed

up for 2 or more remain subscribers nearly a half-year longer than those with 0

newsletters



WHAT ARE WE DOING WITH THIS?
Updating acquisition campaigns:

We’ve increased our candidate pool to include newsletter readers and users

who registered onsite

Rather than targeting readers solely with the section(s) we know they like, we

offer them articles from sections with high-overlap

Updating retention campaigns:

Encouraging readers to sign up for more newsletters - with particular

emphasis on subscribers signed up for 0 newsletters

Expanding and better informing content marketing audiences across product

marketing campaigns

Sharing with editorial:

The more information they have about subscribers, the more confidence they

can feel around editorial product decisions
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MORE ON RETENTION, THOUGH
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segmented
subscribers



Direct Response
0 newsletters

Dynamic Menu
1 or more newsletters
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WHAT'S THE IMPACT?
New subscribers are signing up for newsletters, earlier

Focusing attention on a singular newsletter limits the anxiety of choice, and

increases newsletter conversion rates up to 30%

Our population of subscribers who receive newsletters has grown faster than

our overall population of subscribers

Subscribers are engaging with recommended content more readily

Click rates increase as much as 75% in emails serving recommended stories

that feature adjacent sections alongside most-read sections

Ongoing and improved site taxonomy

Highlighting this as a key factor in acquisition and retention has put increased

focus on site taxonomy projects, improving site navigation for all users

Providing a proof of concept for communication platforms further down our

roadmap
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Section breadth matters

Exposing subscribers to more

content increases their perception

of value and makes them more

likely to retain as subscribers

Look  at the data

What seemed like a natural fit between

newsletters and section breadth for L.A.

Times may not be supported in your

data

Consider the entire lifecycle

This wouldn't be a success if

acquisition wasn't a consideration:

targeting potential subscribers who

are more likely to stay retained will

help retention

IN SUMMARY
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Share successes

Other verticals have benefited from our

findings, and will continue to through

roadmap improvements. None of us

work in a vacuum - nor should we!
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